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Scientific Computing Research

Numerical model-based simulation increasingly important for 
cost-efficient engineering analysis and optimised design.

Vorticity generation using CFD 

based on Spectral Element Methods
Wind turbine LES CFD simulation 

using Pseudospectral methods

Wave scattering 

using Spectral Element Methods Room Acoustics using 

Spectral Element Methods 

Research interest(s) and focus areas 2003-today: novel tools!

✦ Advanced (high-order) numerical algorithms and analysis of dynamical systems

✦ High-performance computing: massive parallelism and massive scalability

✦ Simulation techniques and modern compute technologies for acceleration

✦ Mathematical analysis, theory and techniques

✦ Education of large number of students in modern Scientific Computing

Scalable surrogate algorithms for 

Uncertainty Quantification

Seakeeping using high-order

numerical methods

Machine Learning / 

Pattern Recognition

Nonlinear Hyperbolic PDEs

using Spectral Element Methods



Research-based Innovation at DTU Compute 

- through focus on scientific challenges
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On the need for general-purpose hydrodynamic simulators for offshore sectors

✦Wave-impact loading on offshore marine structures and extreme/rare events.

✦ Influence on the bathymetry and marine structures of the sea state in near-coastal regions.

✦ Seakeeping performance, wave energy converters, floating production facilities, etc.



Deep Water Wind Turbine Development

Source: https://offshorewind.net/offshore-wind-turbine-foundations-current-future-prototypes/

✦Wind turbines in production are moving from onshore to offshore for higher efficiency.



Deep Water Wind Turbine Development

✦ Complex structure

✦ Floating body concept address emerging needs

✦ Metocean condition

✦ Deep water condition in terms of sea state spectrum

✦ Large amplitude and strong nonlinearity of extreme waves

✦ Dynamic loading and hydrodynamic stability: 

wind, currents and aero loads.

✦ Force prediction

✦ Traditional methods such as Morison equation and 

diffraction theory not sufficient

✦ Accurate kinematics necessary

Requirements for optimised design using simulators:

✦ Complex geometry of structure

✦ Sea-state defined in terms of dispersive & nonlinear waves

✦ Nonlinear structural wave-induced loads

✦Wind turbines in production are moving from onshore to offshore for higher efficiency.



Numerical Modelling of Water Waves

Model fidelity

Computational

Resources

FNPF

CFD

Boussinesq

Linear

SWE

Nonlinear and dispersive models widely in use:

✦ Navier-Stokes (NS) equations for CFD, e.g. DNS, RANS, LES

✦ Fully Nonlinear Potential Flow (FNPF) equations

✦ Boussinesq-type (simplified FNPF) equations

Performance gap

(cost gap)

Reduced order modelling (FNPF based)

Wave propagation:



Numerical Modelling of Wave-Structure Forces

Model fidelity

Computational

Resources

LES

DNS

SPH

FNPF

RANSE

Performance gap

(cost gap)

CFD: Navier-stokes Equations

Wave-body interaction:

All inertia

Large drag

Little inertia

Large inertia

Little drag

Scattering, 



Trend I : Multiprocessor Evolution and Trends

✦ In many-core era : Performance scales with number of cores (= software problem)

✦ High-performance computing an important driver in improving both numerical efficiency

and fidelity of simulators.



What model fidelity is required?

✦ VOF-EULER CFD Study of the Wave Dragon (wave-energy device)

✦Overtopping discharge requires two-phase (air/water) studies

✦ Full 3h sea state simulation: JONSWAP with Hs=2m, Tp=7s (same phase angles)

✦ Simulated values on the order of the largest observed experimental values.

✦ Approximately 150 000 CPU hours(!) per simulation 

(128 cores, 14M cells, insufficient resolution in overtopping basin)

✦ CFD excessively expensive for irregular sea states.

Source: Eskilsson et al, RENEW 2014.



Why increased interest in FNPF solvers?

✦ Progress in HPC facilitates sea-state simulations including variable bathymetry

✦ Dispersive FNPF needed for wave propagation in offshore engineering 

✦ FNPF as far-field solver coupled with NS for fluid-structure problems

✦ Fx. OceanWave3D + OpenFOAM / Refresco / SPHysics

✦ As a medium fidelity method for marine renewables

✦ Accurate representation of internal kinematics

✦Wave breaking modelling ongoing research.



OceanWave3D (Open Source) Software

Website: http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~apek/OceanWave3D/

DTU Compute GPULAB C/C++ Library & OceanWave3D-GPU

✦ FNPF solver developed since 2009 at DTU Compute.

✦ Massively parallel multigrid solver.

✦ CUDA/OpenCL + MPI implementation.

✦ Curvilinear Multi-block implementation.

✦ Benchmarked on desktops and super clusters

>1.000.000.000 DOFs in linear solver.

✦ Fast large-scale simulations in marine regions 

with variable bathymetry using FNPF.

✦ Massively scalable simulations on heterogeneous 

clusters using DTU Compute GPULAB Library



DeRisk 2014-2018
www.derisk.dk

DTU Wind

DTU Compute 

DTU Mek

✦ De-Risking of ULS nonlinear wave loads on wind turbine offshore structures (DeRisk).

✦ Hybrid modelling: Far-field (FNPF) coupled to Near-field (CFD) solver.

✦OceanWave3D-GPU solver used for sea state calculations in regional marine areas 

with varying bathymetry.

✦OpenFoam Volume of Fluid (VOF) based CFD solver.

✦OpenFoam coupling module, Waves2Foam used for violent wave-structure 

interactions using a one-way coupling concept.

http://www.derisk.dk


Trend II : Increased modelling fidelity using high-order numerical methods

✦ High-order methods can be significantly more cost-efficient than low-order methods

✦ High-order methods maps to modern many-core hardware for improved performance
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✦ High-order methods can be significantly more cost-efficient than low-order methods

✦ High-order methods maps to modern many-core hardware for improved performance



MIDWEST 2014-2018 (EU-OceaneraNET program)
Multi-fIdelity Decision making tools for Wave Energy Systems

https://project.inria.fr/midwest/

RISE (SWEDEN)

INRIA (FRANCE)

DTU COMPUTE (DENMARK)

CENTEC, Instituto Superior Técnico Lisboa (PORTUGAL)

✦ Proposing new efficient tools of medium fidelity 

for the wave energy industry based on the 

Spectral Element Method.

✦ Development of decision making framework for 

the design of the next generation WECs.

✦ Assessment of model fidelity needed to capture 

nonlinear effects.



MarineSEM 2014-Today

Spectral Element Methods for Marine Hydrodynamics
https://www.researchgate.net/project/Spectral-Element-Methods-for-Nonlinear-

Waves-Wave-Structure-and-Wave-Body-modelling

Allan P. Engsig-Karup & Claes Eskilsson

DTU COMPUTE and AALBORG UNIVERSITY

✦ Proposing world-wide new efficient and flexible tools for marine 

hydrodynamics based on the Spectral Element Method.

✦ Nonlinear wave propagation, wave-structure 

and wave-body applications.



CCP-WSI Blindtest 

ExperimentISOPE 2018 Blindtest Experiment, NWT Setup

Computational ressources

✦ MarineSEM library v0.8 (beta)

✦ Matlab R2017a

✦ Sequential execution.

✦ Code well structured but not 

optimised extensively.

✦ 1 Core, <4.5 days of execution 

for one simulation.

FPSO 2D body structure

Numerical wave tank domainFPSO Setup in 3D

✦ Domain size:

✦ FPSO 2D body structure is resolved with just 14 higher order elements.

✦ Length = 12 m, Width = 8 m , h = 2.93 m

✦ High-order polynomial basis, P = 5 (horizontal), P = 3 (vertical).

✦ Total number of prism elements are 12440.

✦ Total number of degrees of freedom are 555945.



CCP-WSI Blindtest 

ExperimentFree Surface Elevation Wave Gauges, Case 1.3 (Fixed FPSO)

Experimental id 13BT1



Scientific Computing Research: Multigrid methods and HPC for acceleration:

Open source Software, improved fidelity and large-scale simulation sees increasing adoption:

Trend III : Open source codes, fast algorithms and parallel implementations



Questions?

Website(s): 

High-order parallel numerical solvers for Marine Hydrodynamics Simulations

MarineSEM (2004-):

https://www.researchgate.net/project/Spectral-Element-Methods-for-Nonlinear-Waves-

Wave-Structure-and-Wave-Body-modelling

OceanWave3D (2008-):

http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~apek/OceanWave3D/
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